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ABSTRACT
To investigate Molten Fuel-Coolant Interactions (MFCls) in various contact geometries, an

experimental program, called MUSE (MUliti-configurations in Steam Explosions), has been
initiated under the ALPHA program at JAERI in Japan. The first series of MUSE test has been
focused on the coolant injection (CI) and stratified modes of FCIs using water as coolant and
molten thermite as molten fuel.

The effects of water jet subcooling, jet dynamics, jet shape and system constraint on FCIs
energetics in these modes were experimentally investigated by precisely measuring their
mechanical energy release in the MUSE facility. It was observed that measured mechanical energy
increased with increasing of jet subcooling in a weakly constraint system but decreased in a
strongly constraint system. FCI energetics also increased with increasing of water jet velocity.
These results suggested that the penetration and dispersion phenomena of a water jet inside a melt
determined the mixing conditions of FCIs in these contact modes and consequently played
important roles on FCI energetics.

To understand fundamental physics of these phenomena and possible mixing conditions in the
MUSE tests, a set of visualization tests with several pairs of jet-pool liquids in non-boiling and
isothermal conditions were carried out. Numerical simulations of a water jet penetrating into a
water pool at non-boiling conditions showed similar behaviors to those observed in the
visualization tests.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energetic molten fuel-coolant interaction (MFCI,

vapor, or steam explosion) has been one of key issues in
severe accident research since last several decades
because of its destructive damage potential during the
course of severe accident progression.

The energetics of MFCIs can be determined in the
stage of the mixing between the molten material and
coolant (mostly water). Thus the configurations of this
mixing are considered as initial conditions of
subsequent MFCI processes. One of important factors
which influences on the mixing phase is the geometrical
contact mode between both liquids. This contact mode
is divided into three categories in general; pouring,
stratified, and injection modes. The injection mode can
be further divided into coolant and melt injection modes
in terms of an injection fluid.

Many works were conducted to investigate
energetic MFCIs in the pouring and stratified modes
since those modes are more likely to occur in many
industrial processes. In comparison to these modes,
however, it has been recognized that the injection
modes are limitedly studied (Park, et al., 1996). Thus,
for the systematic investigation of the effect of these
geometrical contact modes on MFCI energetics, an

experimental program, called MUSE (MUlti-
configuration in Steam Explosions), was initiated under
the ALPHA (Assessment of Loads and Performance of
a containment in a Hypothetical Accident) program at
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) in
Japan. So far, this test has been concentrated on
stratified and coolant injection modes of MFCIs. In
parallel with this main test, additional supplementary
tests, which focused on visualizing the injection
phenomena and numerical simulation, have been
conducted.

In this paper, these MUSE tests, visualization tests
and numerical simulation for these separate tests are
briefly described.

2. MUSE EXPERIMENTS
Fig. 1 shows the schematics of the MUSE facility

arranged for the coolant injection test located inside the
ALPHA vessel (Yamano et al., 1995). The facility
consists of the interaction tube (108 mm ID and 1-m
long stainless steel tube), expansion tube (108 mm ID
and 3.6-m long transparent polycabonate tube), melt
generator, and water injection system.

To measure the mechanical energy of MFCIs, a
magnet embedded piston is placed between the

1 This work was not possible without the devotion of Mr, Norihiro Yamano (1955-1997) who was the leader of the ALPHA
group at the Severe Accident Research Laboratory in Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. May his soul be in peace.
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interaction and expansion tubes. A set of coils wound
outside the expansion tube detects the position of the
piston as it moves. Since the mixture of molten material,
water and vapor can only escape through the expansion
tube, the masses of the magnet piston and additional
lead block (called piston slug) can act as system
constraint against the expanding mixture during MFCIs.
In this study, the mass of this piston slug ranged from
0.7 to 33 kg.

Fig. 1 The Front View of the MUSE Facility for the
Coolant Injection (CI) Series of Experiments

The mechanical energy can be directly converted
by knowing this piston slug mass and its measured
velocity. Mechanical work release, Wexp, due to FCIs is
evaluated by measuring positions of the magnet piston
located inside the expansion tube detected by a series of
coils and given by, As an conventional indicator of FCI
energetics, conversion ratio (CR) is often used. This
ratio is defined by the ratio of the work done by the
FCIs to the initial total energy of the melt, showing the
degree of energy transfer from molten fuel to coolant
during FCI process. In our study, if the measured
mechanical energy is assumed to be equal to the
explosion work release of MFCIs, WFCI, conversion
ratio can be obtained by dividing the measured
explosion work release, Wexp, by the initial total thermal
energy of melt, Emi, and expressed as follows,

CR = w w
"FCI _

-u2{Lmax)+msgLma

m.
(1)

where ifg is the heat of fusion of the melt, L^ is the
distance at a maximum velocity of the piston slug, m ,̂ is

the mass of the melt participated in FCIs, ms is the
piston slug mass, melt u is the velocity of the piston
slug and AT is the temperature difference between the
melt and coolant.

The melt generator located below the interaction tube
generates maximum 5 kg of molten thermite at
approximately 2500 °C by a thermite reaction.

Maximum 20 liters of water can be prepared up to
the saturation temperature at 1.5 MPa. The water is
injected in a shape of jet or spray via a nozzle attached
at the end of the injection line. In most tests, the 23.2-
mm I.D nozzle is positioned at the center axis of the test
section, facing normal to the melt surface and water
with injection pressures from 0.1 to 0.5 MPa was
injected. Table 1 summarized the experimental
conditions in this series of tests. Eight pressure
transducers and K-type thermocouples are installed
along both tubes to measure pressures and temperatures
during the propagation/escalation and expansion phases
of MFCIs.

After injection water is prepared at preset injection
pressure and temperature, the automatic sequences are
initiated by igniting thermite powder at 20 s before the
injection. Here, the time zero is set to a time when the
D/A systems are triggered and the injection valve I is
opened. After 19 s of thermite burning, thermite
ignition is checked by reading the temperature
measured near the thermite, and nitrogen gas supply
during the burning is stopped. At time zero, the venting
line is closed to separate the interaction tube from an
outer system. Simultaneously, the D/A system is
triggered and water is injected by opening the injection
valve I. The water is injected for 4 s and stopped by
closing the injection valve-II or a water level signal
from the injection tank.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 MFCI energetics

Immediately after a water injection, MFCIs
occurred and made the piston slug move upward. It was
visually observed that melt-water mixture with bright
lights emitted from melt debris followed the piston slug.
Therefore, FCI energetics could also be identified by
the brightness of these lights.

In most of tests, the pressures generated by the
MFCIs after the water injection were not completely
measured because of the thermal effect to the pressure
transducers installed on the test section due to high
thermal radiation from the thermite generated the
bottom of the test section. However, pressures during
the expansion were able to measure by the pressure
transducers installed in the expansion tube. One of
typical pressures and temperatures measured are shown
in Fig. 2.

The measured mechanical energies were obtained
up to approximately 3 kJ in a strongly constraint system,
i.e., the piston slug mass of about 33 kg as shown in
Table 1. However, in a weakly constraint system, for
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instance, the piston slug mass of less than 1 kg, the
measured mechanical energy was about 0.6 kJ in
maximum. This low value was not obtained at the
maximum velocity of the piston slug during the
expansion phase of FCI but at the exit velocity in the
expansion tube where the piston slug was still in the

acceleration stage. It was caused by that the mass of the
piston slug was significantly lighter and the expansion
tube was considerably shorter to see the maximum
velocity of the slug comparing to the energetics of
MFCI occurred.

Table 1 MUSE Experimental Conditions

Klin
iy u.

ST001
CI001
CI002
CI005
CI006
CI007
CI009
CI010
CI011
CI012
CI013
CI014
CI016
CI017
CI018

Melt
Mm

(kg)
2.8
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8

Water
Hm

(mm)
100
50
50
50
50
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

ATsub

(°C)
2

45
42
12
2
12
45
13
45
44
43
45
13
43
45

Jet
Shape
Spray
Spray

Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet

APj
(MPa)

0.1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.15
0.15
0.3
0.5
0.2

Ms

(kg)
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
7
7

20
33
33
33
33
33
33

Even if some of these data do not correctly
represent the absolute values of FCI energetics, it is still
valuable to provide understanding on the effects of each
experimental parameter to FCI energetics because the
time scales of the triggering and propagation phases of
MFCIs are much shorter than that of the expansion
phase. That is why these values are compared and
discussed in the following sections.
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Fig. 2 Histories of (a) temperature and (b) pressure
generated by molten thermite-water interaction after
water jet injection onto molten thermite in the CI002
Test.

For the conversion ratio, defined by Eq. (1), the
melt mass participated in FCIs should be known. In
most cases (especially, pouring mode), since it is not
possible to measure the exact quantity of this mass, an
initially introduced melt mass is usually used for
evaluating total energy of the melt. However, it is
inadequate to use such an initially loaded melt mass as
the melt mass participated in the stratified and coolant
injection mode of FCIs, since melt located below a jet
penetration depth and/or outside a jet penetration width
is unlikely to contact directly with water to cause FCIs.
Thus, when a conversion ratio is estimated by using an
initial mass, the ratio can be considerably
underestimated. For instance, if the measured
mechanical energy is 3.2 kJ and the initially loaded melt
mass is 2.8 kg for CIO 16 test, the conversion ratio is
approximately less than 0.04 %.

For the reason, in this study, the melt mass for CR
was determined from the melt debris distribution
obtained after FCIs. The total masses of the debris with
their sizes less than 2 and 0.2 mm for the tests, which
are assumed to be participated in FCIs, are
approximately 1 and 0.25 kg in maximum. If these
values are used for estimating the conversion ratios of
CIO 16 test, the corresponding minimum conversion
ratios are 0.1 and 0.4 %. These CR values are about the
same order of magnitude to those obtained in typical
pouring mode of FCIs in which the melt mess was
considered as the initially loaded one. Therefore, the
energetics of FCIs in stratified and coolant injection
modes may consider to be weaker that those in pouring
mode.
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3.2 Effects of water jet subcooling, system
constraint, jet shape and jet dynamics on FCI
energetics
3.2.1 Jet subcooling and system constraint

The degree of system constraint in MFCIs is one
of important parameters that affect the consequences of
the FCI, e.g., its energetics. If there is no system
constraint, the rapidly increasing volume due to the FCI
is capable of being freely expanded. Therefore, FCI
energetics will be mainly determined by the initial
contact geometry and 'multiple chain interactions' due
to the melt fragmentation process are not likely,
resulting in weak energetics. On the contrary, if the
degree of the system constraint is near infinity, no rapid
volume expansion can be expected and the internal
system with both hot and cold liquids reaches its
thermal equilibrium state, resulting in no impact on the
surrounding system.

In real situations, however, since mostly some
degrees of the system constraint would be provided, the
energetics of FCIs will be higher than in both limited
cases. Therefore, there will be a maximum energetics of
FCI at a certain degree of system constraint (Park, et al.y
1995). If the system constraint is weaker than that at
maximum energetics of FCIs, the phenomenon will be
governed by short time scale phenomena related to
FCIs such as fragmentation or breakup of the melt and
shock generation. Therefore, if the melt is broken up
into adequate sizes of fragments and mixed well with
the coolant, this leads to more energetic FCIs. If the
system constraint is stronger than the maximum,
however, the FCI will be governed by long time scale
phenomena related to FCIs such as heat transfer
between the melt or melt fragments and the coolant,
resulting in less energetic FCIs.
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Fig. 3 Measured mechanical energies in terms of the
water jet subcooling and system constraint

As shown in Fig. 3, when the system constraint is

weak, FCI energetics increased with increasing of the
water jet subcooling. It may suggest that FCI energetics
rely on the water jet penetration and mixing behaviors
in the melt. If the jet subcooling is high, the jet is able to
penetrate deeper into a melt and disperse the larger
quantity of the melt before the significant vapor
generation which may prevent the incoming water jet
from penetration and result in high void fraction in
melt-water mixing region. Some parts of the melt can
be fragmented in smaller size and mixed with water and
result in more adequate mixing conditions for stronger
FCIs. On the contrary, if a nearly saturated jet is
injected, the rapid vapor formation and its counter-
current flow against the incoming jet limit the jet
penetration. In addition, the piston slug can easily move
upward to relax the pressure buildup inside the
interaction zone. These factors consequently result in
weaker FCI energetics. It was evidenced by the CI006
test in which a near saturated water jet was injected and
FCI energetics became lower than those other tests.

However, if the system constraint becomes
stronger, an initially established mixture of fragmented
melt and water is able to experience longer time to
transfer their energies in the mixture. Since the
fragmented particles with sizes mostly ranging of
hundreds of micrometer can rapidly quench in
subcooled water. Therefore, if the water jet temperature
is lower, larger number of melt fragments are quenched
and result in weaker FCIs. However, if the jet
subcooling become smaller, FCI energetics increases
due to the decrease in quenching but increase in
vaporization processes in the mixture.

3.2.2 Jet Shapes
The CI001 test was conducted for identifying the

effect of a jet shape. In the test, water was injected into
melt in a form of spray. The measured mechanical
energy of CI001 test was significantly lower than that of
jet tests which had identical conditions except the shape
of a jet, but similar to that of a saturated jet case (CI006)
as shown in Fig. 4.

Visual observation from previous ACM tests
(Yamanb et al., 1995), in which similar effects of jet
shapes on FCIs with lower velocity spray and jet at
highly subcooled and saturated conditions, were
investigated, showed that both cases of experiments
with a low speed spray and a saturated jet injections
also resulted in no violent FCIs. It may suggest that
weak FCIs are resulted from the shallow penetration of
the water sprayed into the melt, enhanced heat removal
from the melt by the spraying and earlier solidification
and crust formation in the melt surface which prevent
the water from contact the melt to lead to MFCIs.

3.2.3 Jet Dynamics
Fig. 4 shows that the FCI energetics increases with

increasing of the injection pressure, as expected. The
measured mechanical energy increases from near zero
to approximately 5 kJ as the injection pressure increases
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from 0.15 to 0.5 MPa. Tests shown in this figure except
the ST001 and CI001 tests were conducted in the
strongly constraint system with the piston slug mass of
33 kg.

6-

I

• Direct, AT. , -45 K
A STOOi (Indirect,4T,,-0K)

CI001(Spray,AT--45K)

ST001
A ciooi

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Fig. 4 Measured mechanical energetics with respect to
water jet injection pressure (two tests at the injection

pressure of 0.15 MPa).

3.3. General penetration behaviors of water jet
plunging into more dense liquid at non-boiling
and isothermal conditions

Fig. 5(top) shows the water jet penetration into
Fluorinert with an injection velocity of about 5 m/s at
the surface of Fluorineit "V" shaped air pocket was
formed by the initial mechanical impact of the water jet
on the Fluorinert surface. Air was entrained along with
the jet during its further penetration and formed
cylindrical air column around the jet. The wavy
interface between the entrained air and Fluorinert
resulted from Kelvin-Helmholtz type instability with a
wavelength of about 17-nun was also clearly observed.
Fig. 5(bottom) shows more violent impact and larger air
column by about 9 m/s water jet on the Fluorinert
surface and than by 5 m/s water jet.

In these conditions, the incoming water jet
remained intact without any direct contact to Fluorinert
due to the presence of the entrained air column around
the water jet, until the initial leading edge of the water
jet reached the bottom of the test section (150 mm in
depth). At this point, the air pocket and column formed
a "Y" shape. After the leading edge of the incoming
water jet reached the bottom of the test section, this
water jet and entrained air spread in a radial direction at
the bottom and relatively large sizes of spherical air
bubbles formed. The conjunction between the "V"
shaped and cylindrical air column used to collapse first
due to the outflow of entrained air driven by the
buoyancy force and the inflow of the Fluorinert toward
the water jet. This collapsing behavior propagated
downward, leading an overall contact of Fluorinert and
water jet.

In addition, when the jet velocity increased, the
widths of initially formed "V" shaped air pocket and

cylindrical air column also increased. It allowed the
water jet to penetrate more deeply into Fluorinert.
However, it suggests that there be an optimal injection
velocity to maximize the penetration depth under a
given pool geometry, e.g., pool width and depth.

Fig. 5 Photos for water jet penetration with the injection
velocities of approximately 5 (top) and 9 m/s (bottom)
into Fluorinert pool with a pool depths of 200 mm in the

3D test section

3.4 Penetration depth of the plunging jet
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Fig. 6 Experimental correlation for the jet penetration
depth with respect to the jet velocity represented by

Froude number.

From the tests, the maximum jet penetration
depths with respect to the jet velocity and the density
ratio of a pool liquid to a jet were measured and shown
in Fig. 6. This figure indicates that the jet penetration
increases with increasing of the jet velocity and
decreasing of the density ratio. The resulted penetration
depths were well correlated in an expression given by

(2)

where Lp is the penetration depth, Dj is the jet diameter,
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Pj and pm are the densities of the jet and melt,
respectively, and Fr is Froude number. Fr is defined by
UjVgDj, where Uj is the jet velocity, and g is the
gravitational acceleration. This correlation is valid for
Fr ranging approximately from 90 to 2000.

Saito et al., (Saito, 1988) conducted the similar
study with water/Freon-11 and water/nitrogen pairs of
jet and pool liquids to investigate the penetration
phenomena of molten jet into coolant in boiling
conditions. As shown in Fig. 6, their correlation
predicted about 30 % deeper penetration than that from
present work due to some differences in experimental
conditions.

One of our objectives for this study was to
understand the mixing conditions in our tests for
coolant injection mode of MFCIs involving 2800 °C
oxidic pool liquid and a subcooled water jet. However,
the usage of these results from non-boiling plunging jet
tests to estimate the penetration depth of a water jet in
MUSE test are insufficient. This correlation for the
penetration depth, for instance, easily gives well-
overestimated prediction due to the shear force
generated by the vigorous vapor generation at the
leading edge of the water jet and counter-current vapor
flow against the incoming water jet.

For the reason, a series of visualization tests and
numerical calculations on plunging jet behaviors in
boiling conditions using eutectic metal alloy with low
melting temperature (e.g., Pb-Bi) as a pool liquid and a
water jet has been under investigation. In particular,
since the visualization of this phenomenon is rather
difficult due to the presence of vapor, neutron
radiography is used and a normal optical photography
with a slab (2-D) test section is also used. The results
for this series of tests and analysis will be appear in our
next paper (Park etal, 1999a, 1999b).

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this study, a set of governing equations
(continuity and momentum equations) was solved by
the Cubic Interpolated Propagation (CD?) numerical
scheme (Yabe et al., 1991) which has been successfully
applied to solve many complex flow problems for both
compressible and incompressible flow and recently to
solve problems related to multiphase and phase change
systems.

A hydrodynamic code, named CASPER (Kunugi
et al., 1997), originally developed for simulating laser
induced melting and evaporation of solid matter, has
been modified to our application. In this code for
multiphase and multi-component flows, hydrodynamic
equations in the three dimensional Cartesian
coordinates system are incorporated and given by

dp (~ \
-J-+(u- V)p = -pV • u (3)
dt v '

a

~dt

)u = — — + vV • u + Fs + Fe + g
p

dt

~dT
P =

• +(u

p _ k

P P

h = -P,<P,V-u

= 0

p

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

where E, Fs, Fe, g, k, Q, p, u, T, t, \L, p are the internal
energy, the surface tension, the elastic stress, the
acceleration of gravity, the thermal conductivity, the
heat source, the pressure, the velocity, the temperature,
the time, the volume fraction of i"1 component, the
viscosity and the density, respectively.

Free Falling

120ms 180ms 200ms 220ms 260ms

t = 0ms

Vjet=-4m/s

40 ms 60 ms 80 ms

Fig. 7 Numerical simulation of water jet penetration
with free-falling and 4 m/s jets into 200 mm deep water
in the 2D geometry.

This code has been modified to simulate the
isothermal tests described in the last section. The initial
configuration of the simulation and some of results are
shown in Fig. 7. A 10-mm water jet column with a
length of 225 mm is located 25 mm above the surface of
the water pool. Two cases were tested; free-falling and
4m/s jets. First, for the free-falling jet, water jet starts
penetrating into the water pool, forming an air pocket
due to the air entrainment during the injection.
However the incoming water near the surface collapsed
the air pocket. As similarly shown in Fig. 5, the
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entrapped air and jet inside the water pool was clearly
simulated.

Second, when the jet velocity increased to 4 m/s,
the initial impact on the surface of water pool by the
water jet created large ' ' V" shape air pocket shown in
Fig.7. During the penetration, the jet was intact and
cylindrical air column with a wavy interface between
air and water pool was also clearly simulated.

5. SUMMARY

From the MUSE tests, the conclusions were
reached as follows;

• Energetic MFCIs were observed in the coolant
injection mode tests and CRs were estimated up to
0.4 % in maximum based on assuming the melt
mass participation. And this suggested that the
MFCIs in the coolant injection mode were
relatively weaker than those observed in the
previous pouring mode.

• One test for the stratified mode showed
considerably weak MFCIs comparing to other
tests in the coolant injection mode.

• The effect of the water jet subcooling on FCI
energetics behaved differently in terms of the
system constraint; i.e., for weak constraint, the
FCI energetics increased with the jet subcooling
increase, for strong constraint, the FCI energetics
increased with the jet subcooling decreases.

• The FCI energetics also increased with increasing
of the injection velocity.

• These results suggested that the FCI energetics
strongly relied on the mixing condition generated
during the water jet penetration into the melt. Thus,
it is necessary to understand the plunging jet
behaviors in various thermal and hydraulic
conditions.

A series of visualization tests and numerical
modeling were conducted to investigate this penetration
behavior of a plunging jet into a liquid pool with a
various density at non-boiling and isothermal
conditions. The conclusions are summarized as follows

• The general behaviors of a plunging jet consisted
of a surface cavity of pool liquid by the initial
mechanical impact of the jet, air pocket formation
during the penetration, radial bottom spreading of
the jet and entrained air and interfacial instability
between the pool liquid and entrained air.

• When the jet velocity increased, the widths of air
pocket and column were also increased. It allowed
the jet to penetrate more deeply into a pool liquid.

• The penetration depth was empirically correlated
well with the jet Froude number and density ratio
showing the increase of the penetration depth with

jet velocity increase and density ratio decrease.

• Numerical model based on the CIP (Cubic
Interpolated Propagation) method was also able to
simulate these general behaviors of the plunging
jet and provided reasonable matches on the air
column width, wavelength in the water-air
interface and penetration velocity.
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